WIN EMMONS
Waco, Texas

Xx, xxxxxxx xx xx—xxx xx! Emily, massage my joint inflammation!
Xxxxxxxxx xx xxxx traces of Russian vodka on edge of shot glasses
Xxx, Xx, xxxx xxxx xx Xx Xxx Alvin is ordered to fire a laser at a group of Bolivian guys
Xxxxxxxxx’x xxxxx stomach troubles afflicting a hermit
Xxx xxx Xxxxxx skater Lipinski was in a footrace up a Biblical mountain

Xx, xx (x(x)) xxxxxxxxxx? Evita, is the inverse of cos(x) too large?
Xx, x Xxx xxxx Ebenezer, see the chick from lower California
Xx xx, Xxx—xx xxxxx I can’t start my computer, Lonnie
Xxxxxxxxxx, xx xxx my old horse is named after a moon of Jupiter
Xxxxx, xxxxx Xxxxx xxxxxx Tessa, wash orchestra conductor Zubin’s hound

Xx xxxxx xxx Xxx? can domesticated waterfowl perceive a higher Being?
Xx, xxxxxx Xxx xx xxxx Edwin, ill-mannered Benjamin resembles a bear
Xxxx xxxxxxxxx xx xxxxx a Mideast ruler gave no thought to any non-factorable number
Xxx, X xxxxx xx X-xxxxxx a certain musical key excites me greatly, Ronald
Xxx xx xx Xxxxxxxxxx great length characterizes this manufacturer of skis

Xxxxxxx xxx, Xx interpret the physician’s cryptic message, Edward
Xxxx, X xxxxx dammit—I shouldn’t have slowed the tempo
Xxxxx, xxx, xxx xxxx, xxxxxxxx drunken Egyptian president had goat cheese and fried tortillas
Xxxxxxxx! Xx, Xx! son, at top of arc on a swing, urges father to push harder
Xxxx xxx soft drink bottled by the Vatican?

Xx xxxx, Xxxxxxxx? query to explorer Pike concerning his refusal to oil a wagon axle
Xxx, xx! xxxxxxxxxx! quiet, Nathaniel—see the Asiatic Russian republic!
Xxxx! Xxxx xxxxxxxx! dammit—this condiment belongs to a Japanese wrestler!
Xxxxxxxxx xxxxxx.xxx website devoted to clothes for giant Scotsmen?
Xxxxxxxx.xxx.xxx website devoted to ropework in a Connecticut town?

Xxxxxx’x Xxx xxx Bruce Wayne’s Saigon bar bill
Xx, Xxx xxx xx xx xx xxxxxxxxxx Ellen, Bruce Wayne’s bachelor digs can be modified
Xxxxx xxx what the hockey goalie did
Xxxxxxxxxxxxx xxx—xxx xxx this pasta is zilch—permit it to decay
Xxxxxxxx X-xxx bra size named after an Italian opera composer

Xx xxxxx xx xxxxxxx Alvin jumped at the chance to eat this Italian stew
Xx xxxxxxx x xxxxx—xxxx Diana fondled a West Pointer without much passion
Xxxxx xxxxxxx what Columbus brought aboard to keep his cats happy
Xx-xx-x xxxxxx, Xxx actor Steiger is told he must practice his scales now
Xxx xx Xxx xxx, X xxx, xxxxxxxxx Deborah or Sidney, I observed, took off all their clothes